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Junior Thematic Anthology is a newly 
developed three-level reading series that 
helps students deal effectively with a variety 
of text types and develop exam-relevant 
reading and writing skills.

Junior Thematic Anthology
•	 is available in two levels of difficulty – Set A caters for average 

learners and Set B targets more able students

•	 supports Oxford’s two new junior secondary coursebook 
series Treasure Plus (Second Edition) and Oxford English

•	 exposes students to a wide variety of text types and topics

•	 includes TSA question types which help prepare students for 
the exam

•	 comes with a series of audio CDs and E-books which make 
lessons more fun and interactive 

•	 is a perfect link to the NSS Thematic 
Anthology series
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You are going to read a play script about a school club meeting. Before  you start reading, think about the following questions.

The Green Fingers Club
Characters

Josh: Chairman of the Green Fingers Club
Phyllis: Club secretary
Caroline, Denny, May, Matt:  Club members

Setting

An empty classroom at lunchtime

Scene 1  Members of the Green Fingers Club  
are having a meeting.

1 Do you belong to any school clubs? Which ones?
2 What are some of the benefits of joining a school club?
3 If you could start your own school club, what would it be?
4 What are some of the club meeting rules and regulations? Are you 

familiar with them?
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Karmel Schreyer
You are going to read a newspaper article and a cartoon about reading. Before you start reading, think about the following questions.

1 Do you like to read books? Why/why not?
2 What types of things do you like to read about most/least? Why?
3 What sorts of new technologies are available for us to read with?
4 Do you think technology plays a role in how much, and what, you read? Explain with examples.

Eleven-year-old Emi Kingan loves to read, but she is 
reading less for pleasure these days. The traditional 

storybook is having a hard time competing with modern 
technologies like YouTube and Facebook — and of course 
mobile phones and computer games! She tries to read three 
books a month, mostly about how people solve problems in 
everyday life rather than wizards or vampires. And she will 
continue to visit the local bookshops because she understands 
the benefits of this classic form of entertainment. ‘I like books. 
I can share them with friends. When I’m sad, I read books. 
They can cheer me up. I think of happy things when I’m 
reading.’

Her little sister Blaise, still in primary school, reads even less. 
‘I like my computer, and I also like to watch TV.’ She names 
several TV series with great storylines and lively characters 

Reading books — A lost art?

Tuesday, 9 September    Oxford Morning Post
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hard adv.

1  with great effort 

2  very carefully

3  heavily

4  for a long time
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A Choose the best answer and blacken the circle.

1 Emi is reading less for pleasure because 

of ____________.

 A fewer books

 B new technologies

 C more homework

 D problems in everyday life

2 What does the writer think about 

storybooks?

 A They are not modern.

 B  They do not give readers 

pleasure.

 C  They are having a good time.

 D  They are not as good as modern 

technologies. 

3 In line 9, ‘this classic form of 

entertainment’ refers to ____________.

 A  reading about people in everyday 

life

 B  reading about wizards and 

vampires

 C  visiting the local bookshops

 D  reading books

4 According to the newspaper article, what 

can we find in both TV series and books?

 A  simple storylines and lively 

characters

 B  good storylines and characters 

full of energy

 C great storylines and bad people

 D  great storylines and poor 

characters

5 Look at the word ‘hard’ in line 17. Now, 

look at the dictionary entry for ‘hard’ 

below. Which meaning represents the 

word in line 17?

B You want to learn more about Emi Kingan. Complete the information sheet below.

Name: (1) __________________________

Age: (2) ____________

Does she love reading? (3) ______________

Books she likes: about people who face (4) ______________ in their lives

Award(s): (5) ________________________________________________

 A  1      B  2      C  3      D  4

6 What does Blaise’s mother do?

 A She works for a bookshop.

 B She is a storyteller.

 C She writes books.

 D She holds a book club.

Unit 3
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When the sky is clear,

Your fair-weather friends are always near.

Ice cream, holidays, fun at the beach;

They’re easy to find, not out of reach.

But when the sun slips behind a cloud,

They disappear into a crowd.

You fall off your bicycle and lie on the ground;

They never show their ‘friendly’ faces around.

But when the skies aren’t clear,

Your true friends will still be there.

They stay with you even if the sky’s not blue;

When trouble comes, they never desert you.

They’ll keep your secrets and help you study;

They’ll stand up for you in front of everybody.

With both kinds of friends you can build memories together,

But only true friends will be your friends forever.

We use adverbs of frequency to say how often 

we do something. We usually use adverbs of 

frequency with the simple present tense, e.g. 

They never show their ‘friendly’ faces around.
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You are going to read some riddles about people at school. Before you start reading, 

think about the following questions.
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Riddle 1

The school is a vessel, and I am your captain. I carry out my duties, and make sure everything runs smoothly. 
All the staff and students listen to me when I tell them what 
I think. 
With me here every day, I’m sure the vessel will never sink! 
Who am I?

principal
caretaker

1 Who do you know at school? What do they do?2 Do you get along well with the people you know at school? Why/why not?
3 Do you like solving riddles? Why/why not?4 What kinds of people are good at solving riddles? Can you think of some 

adjectives to describe them?

Riddle 2

When the waste bins are full, you know he’s not around.  
He takes care of the school and works hard at the sports 
ground. 
Whenever something goes wrong, he  carries his tools and rushes along. Who is he?
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